
Our company is looking to fill the role of VP, creative director. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for VP, creative director

Building client trust in the teams you supervise and the agency as a whole
Acting as a trusted adviser to personnel throughout the creative department
Overseeing and generating disruptive creative work that consistently
exceeds client expectations
Ensure that our creative product delivers on high standards, remains cutting-
edge and stays ahead of our competition (i.e., best in class) at all times
Oversee and manage a creative function with 75+ team members that
operates in an efficient and effective manner while seeking out innovative
ways to deliver results
Lead the development of concepts and strategies for a particular venture and
monitor progress, implementing our creative vision and becoming the point
of reference for any creative plan that may be making its way to our clients
Listen, question, prioritize and translate business situations, marketing goals
and information into strategic brand concepts through the production
process
Act as a positive, proactive and productive brand marketing team member
while building strong, trusting relationships that go beyond the status quo
and fostering a hunger for bold, untested ideas
Work with other leaders and teams to ensure creative and messaging needs
are met while adhering to the guidelines for strategy, brand messaging and
integrated communication channels
Inspire and motivate the Creative team to be more advanced and enhance
brand storytelling using brainstorming sessions, team meetings and other
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Qualifications for VP, creative director

Experience leading large distributed teams of Design, UX, Copy, and
Production resources
Experience managing significant operational and capital budgets
3-5 years of experience in Art Production / Photo Shoot Management
Ability to judge vendor creativity and ability
Clear, concise and courteous communication skills
Exhibit grace in conflict resolution


